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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 674 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.5in.In the Deep South a mentally disturbed Negro
trying to forget his past and fleeing the law finds an injured white child alongside a country road. He
helps the boy only to betray him. Kidnapping the boy, he must flee a sadistically insane father who
loves his son too much. As the boy, taught to have love he must surrender his body, comes to love
him, the man fights the inevitable and his alter egos to fulfill a promise and save the boy. Enraged
by his sons betrayal, the father pursues the pair cross country, aided by the law. He is tailed by a
young black deputy who wants only promotion and escape. When the chase goes beyond his
jurisdiction the deputy finds himself driven to discover the mystery behind the boys abduction, and
the truth behind the fathers twisted relationship with his son, finding himself caught between doing
what is best for the child, or best for himself. FBI agents Frank and Tom, hands tied by procedure
and pursuing personal agendas, unwittingly help the father. In order to rescue...
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The book is simple in read safer to comprehend. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. You wont truly feel monotony at
anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you request me).
-- B r a nnon K och-- B r a nnon K och

This published book is wonderful. It is one of the most incredible book we have go through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Felicia  Heidenr eich-- Felicia  Heidenr eich
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